
    Vocab ReView
 
Fill in the blanks.
1.  The primary purpose of the job interview is to a_ _ _ _s the candidate’s suitability for the job
2.  When a company interviews a candidate for a job, they are not allowed to d_ _ _ _ _ _inate against him or her 
on the grounds of race, sex, age or disability.
3.  A job i_ _ _ _ _ _ew is a meeting organized by a recruiter to evaluate a potential employee for prospective  
employment at a company.
4.  It is preceded by the e_ _ _ _ _tion of résumés s_ _ _ _ _ted by c_ _ _ _ _ _tes who have applied for a particular 
job.

    woRDS To LeaRN (Reading Section)
Listen to some essential words for the Toeic test without looking at the word list.

Now look at the list of today’s vocabulary and repeat after the teacher.

woRDS iN coNTeXT

      Read the following two paragraphs and choose one of today’s vocabulary word listed above to fill in the 
blanks.

(      ) is possible to be (         ) based on (           ) or (             ) waste so that the City can deliver different (          ) 
of our (      ) to recycling (         ) that can (       ) it to our (       ). Our trash is not a waste any more, it’s a (        ) for 
making new products and creating soil (            ).
Sorting waste can be done manually at the (          ) and collected through (          ) collection (          ), or  
automatically separated in mechanical biological (          ) systems.
A problem which is increasing is (         ). We have less and less land to deposit (       ). On the other hand, the 
volume of waste never ceases to increase. So, segregating waste is not only of environmental importance, but also of 
economic (         ).
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waste, trash or refuse/ concern/ biodegradable/ household/ resource/ landfills/ 
benefit/ segregated/ treatment/ schemes/ non-biodegradable/ utilize/ components/ 
curbside/ facilities/ amendments



      Match each definition (A – P) with today’s vocabulary word (1 – 16)

    DEFINITIONS

A.  wealth, supplies of raw materials, etc. which people have or can use
B.  a small improvement
C.  to separate one part of a place or thing from another
D.  an advantage
E.  a side of a street
F.  services provided for a particular purpose
G.  part
H.  a feeling of worry about something important
I.  a place where waste is buried under the ground
J.  that can be broken into small parts and absorbed naturally into the 
environment
K.  all the people who live together in one house =(n-C) house
L.  a process by which something is cleaned
M.  that cannot be broken into small parts and absorbed naturally into
the environment
N.  (n-U)  things that you throw away
O.  a system or program
P.  to use something for a particular purpose

      Part 5 exercise

Choose the word that best completes the sentence.
Identifying the missing part of speech (noun, verb, adjective, adverb, etc.) can help you eliminate some of the 
choices.
If the missing word is a noun, for example, you can rule out the choices that are not nouns.

1.  To get the full …………., this plan should be viewed as a long-term investment. 
(A) beneficially   (B) beneficiary   (C) beneficial   (D) benefit
2.  He insisted that the speech did not need any ……………. 
(A) amend   (B) amendment   (C) amended   (D) to amend
3.  The hotel has its own pool and leisure ……………
(A) facilitate   (B) facilitator   (C) facilities   (D) facilitation 

      Gap-filling Exercise

Fill each gap with today’s vocabulary words.

1.  ………….. are an increasingly pressing problem.
2.  Waste sorting can occur manually at the …………… and collected through ……….. collection………...
3.  ………….. can be ……………. on basis of ……………. or ………………………….waste
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1.  waste=trash=refuse 
2.  concern
3.  biodegradable
4.  household
5.  resource
6.  landfill
7.  benefit
8.  segregate
9.  treatment
10.  scheme
11.  non-biodegradable
12.  utilize
13.  component
14.  curbside
15.  facilities
16.  amendment


